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1. Introduction

The entire lifecycle of the built environment is governed by a variety of

regulations, requirements and standards[1] . These range from contractual re-

quirements, requirements specified in the project brief, legislation, and self-

imposed environmental performance recommendations. The checking of com-

pliance against these is a complex task that is currently performed on a manual

basis thus is highly resource intensive [2].

So far there has been no adoption of automated compliance checking as part

of official compliance processes. The one exception to this is Singapore[3], who

implemented an automated system, but this has now been discontinued.

The historical reason behind this lack of adoption is because data-sets cre-

ated during planning stages were not sufficiently mature[2]. However, the in-

creasing maturity of Asset Information Models (AIM) and the adoption of Build-

ing Information Modelling (BIM) mean automation of compliance checking is

becoming feasible. In this context an AIM is defined as the collated sources

of data and information required for the ongoing management of an asset [4].

Additionally, BIM refers to the process of creating and managing information

about a construction project across it’s life-cycle [5].

It is anticipated that this concept of automated checking can bring tangible

advantages including increased efficiency and a reduction in costs [2, 6, 7].

The current state of the art in this field includes limited software vendor

adoption of compliance processes together with scattered development of ad-hoc

approaches for monitoring/achieving compliance against regulations/requirements

across varying stages of the construction life-cycle [1]. These ad-hoc solutions

lack scalability, transferability from one building to another, and accessibility

for non expert users.

This is demonstrated by the fact that continual assessment (the process of

repeatedly, over a given time window, checking an assets compliance against

a regulation) of a building’s compliance against requirements is rarely seen in

practice in operational buildings, illustrating a lack of systematic management
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of built assets [8]. This is indicative of the wider problem of compliance pro-

cesses being weak and complex with poor record keeping and change control [9],

demonstrating the key need for further research in this area.

Previous work in this area includes significant existing reviews of academic

literature and current software implementations [6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13]. How-

ever, these works primarily focus on the technical challenges, and, thus, do

not consider challenges across a technical, commercial and political spectrum.

This paper will fill this research gap by understanding the multi-faceted obsta-

cles that have prevented the adoption of the automated regulatory compliance

checking and propose a road-map to overcome these obstacles.

This paper will do this in two steps; (a) ascertain the political,technical and

commercial blockers/obstacles that are preventing the widespread adoption of

the digitisation of regulatory compliance in the built environment and (b) for-

mulate a road-map together with industry traction to overcome these blockers

and drive forward adoption of automated checking processes across both aca-

demic and industrial contexts.

To achieve this, this paper utilises a generic methodology that will; (a) as-

sess the current state of the art in this field, including both academic work

and industrial tools, (b) ascertain current attitudes to the digitisation of regula-

tory compliance from the UK construction industry, (c) consult with industrial

stakeholders to elicit the political, commercial and technical obstacles to further

adoption of automated compliance processes.

Once developed, it is our view that this road-map can achieve a transfor-

mation of the regulatory compliance system, offering a comprehensive and me-

thodical list of next steps over the next several years, bringing the construction

industry to the verge of mass adoption of automated compliance checking.

In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 will present the methodology and

vision of this paper. Section 3 will then present the results of the landscape

research into industry and academic developments, Section 4 will present the

survey conducted to ascertain the views of the industry. Section 5 will present

the results of the consultation exercise and the final research road-map. Section
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Figure 1: Methodology

6 will document the validation of the road-map. Finally, section 7 will conclude

the paper.

2. Methodology

The section will present the methodological framing of this work. This paper

attempts to answer to key research questions;

1. Why has automated regulatory compliance not yet achieved widespread

adoption in the built environment domain?

2. What is a viable route towards adoption for automated regulatory com-

pliance?

To solve these questions, a positivist philosophical stance [14] is adopted,

involving a quantitative and qualitative approach as illustrated in Figure 1.

More specifically, this methodology consists of the following steps, which

will draw on both primary and secondary sources of evidence (literature and

industry participation).

1. Conduct a detailed landscape review of applicable industrial and academic

developments.

2. Survey (n=60) the industry to ascertain the industry views on:

• The adoption of automated compliance checking.
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• The current obstacles or blockers to the adoption of automated com-

pliance checking and the industry capabilities required to overcome

them.

3. Formalise the results into a road-map through a consultation involving 19

industry experts.

4. Validate the road-map through further interviews with 6 further significant

industry figures.

The scope of this work has been set deliberately wide, to incorporate all

aspects of regulatory compliance activity. This scope considers:

• Different types of built environment assets from buildings, to districts, to

infrastructure.

• The entire life cycle of these assets from brief and design through to op-

eration and refurbishment/retrofitting.

• The context on which checking systems are operating:

1. Advisory: Where checking systems are used to inform the brief/design

processes.

2. Creative: Where checking systems are used as an integrated part of

design processes.

3. Decisive: Where checking systems are used to decide whether or not

compliance is achieved.

• The different users that will utilise compliance systems in different ways.

• The type of check that compliance systems are performing:

1. Regulations; Rules or directive made by an authority i.e. compliance

with legislation.

2. Requirements: Necessary conditions i.e. compliance with require-

ments set as part of a project brief.
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3. Recommendations: A suggestion or a proposal, often, but not al-

ways put forward by an authority, but to which compliance is not

mandatory.

• The varying degrees of automation offered by checking systems, i.e. from

preparatory systems (that simply prepare information for checking) to

fully automated checking systems.

3. Landscape Review

This section will present a summary of the current research landscape, to-

gether with an analysis of existing tools available in this field.

3.1. Landscape Review of Current Research

This section will briefly review the research landscape in the field of auto-

mated regulatory compliance.

The first work in this field was conducted by Fenves[15], who studied the

representation of structural design requirements using tabular decision logic.

Then, in 1997 Han et al. anticipated the need for automated code checking

with a proof-of-concept prototype allowing explicit specification of functional

requirements and design parameters [16].

Then next significant piece of work was in 2006. Here DesignCheck, a tool

for automated code checking, was presented [17]. DesignCheck uses Industry

Foundation Classes (IFC) models as a bridge between its internal model and

third-party Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools.

Then, in a 2009 survey, Eastman et al. pointed out the shortcomings of ex-

isting rule-based checking systems [6],in terms of rule writing (particularly for

a non programming expert), rule digitisation, rule base management and tool

integration. From their review, these authors extrapolated general requirements

for rule checking system development: a method to translate natural language

statements into logic-based statements and a method to semantically enrich the

design model with objects and relations required by the obtained rules. They
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created their algorithm following an iterative method that combines classifica-

tion of building codes, analysis of codes for automated checking, extraction of

requirements for fire resistance, evacuation stairways and fire protection par-

titions, extraction of relevant information from the BIM model, evaluation of

missing information, algorithm refinement and benchmarking against the same

checking performed manually.

In 2010, Greenwood et al. inferred guidelines for future BIM-based compli-

ance checking by reviewing existing implementations of code compliance check-

ing [7]. They extracted the following guidelines: (a) machine interpretable rules

should be understandable by regulation authors; (b) rule bases should be CAD

implementation-neutral (this is key for localisation of checking systems); (c) con-

sequently open standards should be favoured; and, (d) model checking should

be integrated with the model authoring processes, to ensure applicability of the

checking rules. Also in 2010, Tan et al. proposed an approach to combine re-

sults from the hygrothermal performance simulation of a building envelope with

building codes to support compliance checking [18].

In 2011, Salama and El-Gohary proposed an approach to enrich the knowl-

edge representation and reasoning of underlying compliance checking rules be-

yond commonly-used if-then-else rules [19]. Also in 2011, Zhang et al. im-

plemented an automated object-oriented rule checker with a view to integrate

safety planning in the design process for better project execution planning [20].

There was an increase in activity in 2013. Firstly Dimyadi and Amor again

assessed the state of automated code compliance checking [11, 10]. Their re-

view highlighted that the availability of both digital representations of building

objects and computable representations of regulation texts, as being the main

challenge of automated compliance checking.

Subsequently, Hjelseth also proposed a methodology to facilitate the integra-

tion of regulation texts in BIM-based code checking tools [21]. His methodology

relies on three main procedures: “transcribe” (those rules that are computable),

“transfer” (those that are not computable) and “transform” (those that can be

transformed to be computable). Also in 2013, Melzner et al. performed a case
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study of BIM-based automated compliance checking, using decision tables, for

early detection of fall hazards as part of the safety planning workflow [22]. The

LicA tool was also proposed in 2013 by Martins et al. This is a tool that au-

tomatically assesses the compliance of a building’s water network design with

a subset of the Portuguese domestic water systems regulations [23]. Finally,

Salama and El-Gohary [24] presented an implementation of an information

extraction tool supported by both semantic modelling and machine learning.

These authors used rigorously tuned Support Vector Machine algorithms to

classify the clauses of general conditions of construction contracts according to

the concepts of the deontic model.

In 2014, Cheng and Das presented their web service based framework for

green building code checking and simulation [25]. Their approach, which utilises

a rule engine and is based on Green Building XML (gbXML) models, evaluates

and updates models iteratively by requesting input from multi-location cross-

organisational collaborators.

In 2015, Lee et al. applied automated rule-based checking to accessibility

and visibility [26]. Their approach is based on Lee’s BERA language. BERA is a

domain specific programming language, to define, analyse and check rules [27].

Also in 2015, Ciribini et al. presented an innovative use of model checking

with a BIM-based e-procurement framework [28]. Their research methodology

consisted in converting an existing set of tendering texts into computable rules

using Solibri Model Checker (following the RASE methodology) and of tender-

ing drawings into a BIM model using Revit. Macit et al. also presented a

hybrid model to represent building code using both the four-level paradigm and

semantic modelling [29]. The four levels derive from the semantic modelling

approach of SMARTcodes, they are: the domain level, the rule level, the ruleset

level and the management level. Hjelseth also proposed a classification of BIM-

based model checking into four categories [12]: validating (i.e. checking the

compliance to some requirement/regulation), guidance (i.e. proposing solutions

with respect to best practices), adaptive (i.e. automatically adjust a building

object to conform to the rules) and content (i.e. examining the completeness of
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a BIM model against a specific use). Zhang & El-Gohary[30] used rule-based

semantic natural language processing techniques to automate the extraction and

the machine-process-able representation of regulatory requirements from textual

regulatory documents. Their method was tested on a number of clauses from

the International Building Code and evaluated by comparison with a manually

generated reference. These authors were then able to identify sources of errors,

that would allow to improve the automated.

Finally, in 2015, RegBIM [2] was developed as an end to end methodology

for regulatory compliance, underpinned by the use of IFCs as a data model. The

methodology behind the software includes; (a) the use of regulation experts to

mark up regulatory documents using RASE [31], (b) the use of BIM experts

to map between the regulations and IFC data models, (c) the use of a rule

engine (later a semantic model) to perform the compliance checking, and (d) an

innovative user interface to show the complex structure of compliance checking

results to end users in an easily understood way.

In 2016, Krijnen et al. published an overview of technologies for require-

ment checking on building models [13]. According to these authors, automated

rule checking requires a holistic integration between classification systems, con-

cept libraries, query languages, reasoners and model view definitions. Also in

2016 Zhang et al. developed algorithms for BIM-based automated safety check-

ing [32], using a rule-based NLP method to extract information from construc-

tion regulatory documents [33]. Zhang et al[34] also presented an NLP-based

methodology to semi-automate the generation of BIM extensions to support au-

tomated compliance checking. The methodology combined: (a) part-of-speech

pattern matching to extract regulatory concepts, (b) term-based matching and

semantic-based matching to select relevant IFC concepts and machine-learning

based classification to identify relationships between pairs of concepts.

In 2017, Hakim et al. proposed a classification system for automated com-

pliance checking rules to support their translation from plain language to com-

putable language [35]. The classification consists in three main categories, ac-

cording to the quantity and complexity of BIM data required by the rule, each
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category being subdivided into two sub-classes according to the level of com-

pliance with IFC. Also in 2017, Dimiyadi et al [36] evaluated the adequacy of

LegalDocML and LegalRuleML to support automated compliance checking in

the AEC and FM domains.

In 2018, Zhong et al. designed an ontology-based framework for building en-

vironmental monitoring and compliance checking [37]. The framework is built

upon a BIM ontology (derived from IFCOWL), a sensor ontology (W3C’s SSN

ontology) and an ontology of building regulations. SPARQL Protocol and RDF

Query Language (SPARQL) queries are used to formalise the rules and con-

strains from building regulations. Also in 2018, Jiang et al. proposed a semi-

automated green building evaluation framework based on an ontology that en-

riches BIM models with the required multidisciplinary data (GBEOntology)

[38]. Their framework consists of a text knowledge extraction process, a BIM

information extraction process, and a ontology building and reasoning process

(combining SWRL rules and the JESS rule engine).Zhang & El-Gohary[39] also

proposed an approach to differentiate and assess the computability of code re-

quirements and sentences to inform NLP-based automated compliance checking

methods. Their approach: (a) pre-processed a corpus of natural language code

requirements, (b) performed clustering analysis of the pre-processed corpus, (c)

characterised each cluster in terms of semantic and syntactic structure, and

assessing the computability of cluster elements. Applying the approach to a

portion of the International Building Code, the authors identified classes of

code sentences that are particularly challenging to represent computationally.

In 2019, Nawari[40, 41] define a conceptual and theoretical framework to

standardise the extraction of regulatory requirements from textual regulations

for design review and propose a modular architecture for the implementation of

automated design review. The framework classifies regulation clauses into four

categories: content (definitions), provisory (explicit rules), dependent (on provi-

sory clauses) and ambiguous (fuzzy knowledge). The formal language proposed

by the paper is based on an object-driven representation of rules that can deal

with uncertainty. The framework is flexible and can adapt to various engineer-
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ing design disciplines. This work specifically focuses on checking of compliance

against IFC models.

Bus et al.[42] experimented with an approach based on semantic web tech-

nologies for compliance checking, using the IfcOWL ontology. Their approach

consisted of: (a) homogenising the modelling style among different stakehold-

ers of a project using a reference BIM Execution Plan, (b) creating regulatory

terminology by enriching the IfcOWL vocabulary with explicit and inferred

regulatory concepts, (c) simplifying the semantic representation of geometrical

features by computing IFC object bounding boxes, (d) and generating machine-

processable regulatory requirements by semi-automatically converting natural

language rules into SPARQL queries. They tested this approach with French fire

safety and accessibility regulations. Finally, Zhang [43] focused on the possibil-

ity of using current open standards for capturing requirements in the building

industry to automatically check building models. Based on this an approach

was developed together with the ability to query related semantic and geomet-

ric information in building models. A research prototype was constructed and

this approach was validated.

Nawari et al[44], proposed the Generalized Adaptive Framework (GAF).

GAF is a process for computerizing regulatory compliance checking based on a

object-based representation of building regulations. It enables the translation

of regulations into efficient computable expressions.

Using the GAF approach, [45] presented the development of a virtual permit-

ting process for the state of Florida. Based on an analysis with local stakeholders

a virtual permitting framework is proposed using building information mod-

elling is proposed. This computable model generate using the GAF approach

is then linked with a building information model using model view definitions.

This work was subsequently further expanded and deployed in the post disaster

recovery use case [46].

A summary of the papers reviewed in this section that resulted in tangible

demonstrable prototypes are summarised in Table 1. It should be noted that the

“Allows for Digitisation” column refers to the ability of the work to facilitate the
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digitisation of new regulations in some convenient way (i.e. excluding manual

coding or modelling).

Table 1: Academic Research Summary

Name Subject of

compliance

checking

Allows for

Digitisations

Checking

Methodology

Input Data

Format

Output Data

Format

Singapore

CORENET e-

PlanCheck[3]

Regulations

from Singa-

pore related

to building

design, fire

safety, water,

energy usage,

barrier-free

access

No Submission

of Building

Model to

Server

IFC building

models en-

riched with

calculations

made with

FORNAX

engine

Compliance

report dis-

played in

3D view of

CORENET

web interface

DesignCheck

[16]

Disabled

access regula-

tions

No Checking

against single

IFC Model

IFC models

enriched with

code-related

properties

Interactive re-

port page and

print- friendly

report page

Tan[18] Building En-

velope Design

No Single Model

Check

Expanded

Object Model

Report

Zhang [20] Site Safety No Single Model

Checking in

Tekla

Tekla API Report

Melzner[22] Site Safety No Single Model

Check

IFC Report
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LiCA[23] Water Dis-

tribution

Systems

No Single Model

Checked(via

a process of

conversion)

IFC Report and

Visualisation

Cheng and

Das[25]

Energy Simu-

lation

No Single Model

Check

GBXML Report

Lee[26] NA Yes - Domain

Specific Lan-

guage

Single Model

Check

IFC Report

Ciribini[28] Tenders Yes - Rase Single Revit

Model

Revit Report

Macit[29] İzmir Munic-

ipality Hous-

ing and Zon-

ing Code

No Single Model Not specific Not specified

RegBIM[2] UK Building

Regulations

Yes - RASE Submission of

single model

IFC IFC + JSON

Report

Zhang[33] International

Building Code

Yes - via NLP Sinle Model IFC Report

Dimiyadi[36] New Zealand

Building Code

Using Legal-

RuleML

Single Model IFCOwl Report

Zhong[37] Environmental

Monitoring

No Single Model

Checking

IFCOwl Report
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Zhang and El-

Gohary[39]

2015 Interna-

tional Build-

ing Code

Presents a

methodology

for identifying

the differ-

ent types of

building code

requirements

in terms of

computabil-

ity and if

they can be

automated

NA NA NA

Nawari[40] Florida Build-

ing Code

Yes, proposes

a framework

for automat-

ing code

compliance

Single Model

Checking

IFCXml Report

Nawari[44] Construction

Regulations

Generalised

Adaptive

Framework -

A framework

to convert reg-

ulations into

computable

models

NA IFC NA

Messaoudi[45,

46]

Permitting

for State of

Florida

No Single Model

Submission

IFC Report
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Bus[42] French Fire

Safety, Ac-

cessibility

Regulations

No Single Model

Submission

IFCOwl Report

Zhang[43] Multiple Use

Cases (Nor-

way, US,

South Korea)

No Single Model

File

IFCOwl BCF

3.2. Existing Industrial/Academic Tools

This subsection summarises the currently available tools offering regulatory

compliance functionality. This analysis was performed by identifying, in collab-

oration with industry, the tools currently available. Each tool deemed to be in

scope for this study was then analysed, where a license was not available aca-

demically, the assistance of an industry partner was sought to aid in analysing

the software.

This is summarised in Table 2.

Table 2: Existing Industry Tools

Name Subject of

compliance

checking

Allows for

Digitisa-

tions

Checking

Methodol-

ogy

Input Data

Format

Output

Data For-

mat

Status

AEC3 Re-

quire1

No inbuilt

regulations

Yes any

regulation

- using

markup

User per-

forms an

automated

check of de-

sign model

against all

digitised

standards

IFC Textual Re-

ports, XML

and IFC

Pre-

Commercial
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Autodesk

Model

Checker

Multiple

rulesets

available

Manual

specifica-

tion or

customiza-

tion of

rulesets

User per-

forms an

automated

check of de-

sign model

against

selected

rulesets

Revit Report Commercial

BriefBuilder Client Re-

quirements

GUI re-

quirement

capture at

building

room level

Checks

rooms or

buildings

against

attached

regulations

IFC+Revit Report Commercial

CARS Design

Manual for

Roads and

Bridges

Specified

via a struc-

tured word

processing

tool

No check-

ing but

rules access

via an API

NA NA Not Public

GliderBIM Custom

Rulesets

GUI-based

validation

ruleset

editor

Automated

model val-

idation

against

rulesets

IFC Reports or

RFIs

Commercial
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Xinaps Rules for

a variety

of local ac-

cessibility

and fire

safety stan-

dards/regulations

No Checking

of entire

model

against

predefined

regulations

Revit Visual

Analysis

Commercial

UpCodes

AI

Rules for a

variety of

US state

building

codes

No Run code

check on

entire cur-

rent Revit

model

Revit Reports Pre-

Commercial

SMART re-

view

Predefined

checking

rules for

the Inter-

national

Building

Code

No Allows

architects

to check

compliance

of entire

building

design

Produces

detailed

textual

checking

review in

navigable

HTML

Revit Commercial

Jotne

EDMmod-

elchecker

None Define

rules and

constraints

as an EX-

PRESS

schema

Selected

Rules on

entire

model

IFC Violations

from con-

straints

visualised

in a HTML

format

Previously

Commer-

cial
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Solibri

Site or

Enterprise

Versions

Many sam-

ple rulesets

including

accessi-

bility and

intersec-

tions

Generic

Rule Tem-

plates

customized

using the

GUI-based

Ruleset

Manager

Selected

Rules on

entire

model

IFC Report

based

Commercial

3.3. Conclusion

This section has reviewed both the state of the art research and current

industry tools in the area of automating regulatory compliance in the built

environment.

This has presented three key findings; (a) that there is a large quantity

of high quality/research tools in this area, all adopting a variety of technolo-

gies/methodologies, (b) despite this, there are only 6 commercial tools available

in this area, (c) there is currently no mainstream adoption of automated com-

pliance checking tools as part of official compliance processes. This is in spite

of the huge drive for digitisation currently underway in many countries.

This demonstrates, by the relatively few commercial solutions, that there

are significant obstacles to achieving a viable commercial product in this space.

Examining the variety of technological solutions that have been successfully

developed but not yet commercialised also leads to the conclusion that the

primary obstacles is not a lack of viable technological approaches, but instead

more commercial, political and standardisation concerns.

More specifically, the analysis of the literature allows the elicitation of a set

of twelve initial obstacles:

1. Lack of shared open standards for regulation clauses. In literature there

are many suggested approaches to representing regulations including the

IFCs and various logical languages [44, 26, 2, 47] , however, there is yet
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to be a consensus reached as to the best approach upon which a standard

can be built.

2. Lack of artificial intelligence technologies to interpret between regula-

tions/requirements and proposals, such as natural language processing.

3. Lack of existing rule processes to track decisions and uncertainty. Work

has been done to deal with uncertainty of data, [44] , however there is still

further research needed to fully deal with the uncertainty and changing

requirements commonly found in the early stages of construction projects.

4. Inability of brief and regulatory requirements to be contractually enforce-

able.

5. Lack of requirements stipulating use of as proposed/designed and as built

structured asset information (e.g. BIM) for non-domestic projects.

6. Lack of requirements stipulating use of proposed/designed and as built

structured asset information (e.g. BIM) for all projects.

7. Lack of established primacy of structured asset information (e.g. BIM)

over documentation and drawings for the purposes of compliance submis-

sion.

8. Lack of defined strict legal responsibility for compliance.

9. No ability or right for general public to see compliance assessments.

10. Lack of standard data and criteria for social, environment and economic

impact assessments.

11. No business models developed for reduced costs for automated assessment.

12. No current tool able to offer complete ability to pre-check for compliance

prior to formal submission. While Table 1 lists multiple approaches that

offer the ability to check against design time models, none, with the ex-

ception of [3], have achieved industry level adoption

Specifically, in relation to items 5-7, while academic literature is strongly in

favour of BIM adoption, the wider industry has not yet reached a state of where

BIM data has achieved primacy in all projects [48].
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Thus, this review has provided important indications as to the type of ob-

stacles present in the adoption of automated regulatory compliance. These

obstacles will now be explored in more detail and in the following sections.

4. Survey of Industry Attitudes to Automated Compliance Checking

This section will document the survey conducted by this work. This survey

was designed to fulfil two goals; (a) to test industry attitudes with regards to

the acceptance of the automated compliance checking and (b) to elicit a set of

initial obstacles to the adoption of automated regulatory compliance.

The survey was distributed widely through industry networks, social media

and individual contacts of our industry partners. The survey was distributed

directly to a total of 215 individuals, however the snowball effect and social

media dissemination may well mean more people received the survey. A total

of 60 respondents completed the survey (all received responses were valid), a

significant response for a specialised detailed survey, that required significant

effort to complete.

The questionnaire was targeted at industry professionals, with experience

in either assessing regulatory compliance, defining regulations or having their

work checked against regulations. Thus it required detailed responses to some

questions, possibly explaining the lower response rate. It consisted of a mix of

open and closed questions to allow quantitative data to be collected regarding

the state of the nation, but still allowed respondents to express their views.

The primary questions were designed to measure industry attitudes to the

digitisation of compliance checking. The questions asked respondents what level

of automated checking they thought was possible by 2025. Respondents were

asked to rate this from three viewpoints; technological, commercial and political.

They were asked to rate automation on the following scale:

• 0 - No Automation: The current document and drawing based procedures

are adequate
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• 1 - Automated Information Exchange: Automating submission of project

information for regulatory compliance

• 2 - Automated Validation: Automating the checking of information for

completeness prior to compliance checking.

• 3 - Partial Automated Assessment: Automatic assessment of some key

regulations.

• 4 – Automated Assessment: Fully Automated assessment but requiring

final human approval.

• 5 - Full Automation: Fully automated compliance checking.

In addition to these closed questions, respondents were also provided with free

text questions to add their own views.

To understand the key obstacles to achieving automated regulatory compli-

ance, respondents were asked to rate the obstacles elicited previously in Section

3. Respondents were asked to rate these on a scale of how desirable a solution

to this obstacle is (on a scale of 1-4, where 1 is not required, 2 desirable, 3 highly

desirable and 4 is essential). In addition, respondents were also given the ability

to add their own suggestions.

Table 3 describes the level of automation deemed achievable by the respon-

dents.

Overwhelmingly Table 3 shows that respondents indicated that automation

was possible, with the vast majority of respondents believing some level (partial

of automation with human oversight) is achievable by 2025. These responses

have shown us that there is a definite appetite within the industry for automa-

tion and that this automation is achievable by 2025. However, as a cautionary

note, the responses were very clear that full automation (without human inter-

vention) is not desirable, nor possible within this timescale.

Table 4 shows the average rating of each of the obstacles suggested by the sur-

vey. It should be noted that the distinction between domestic and non-domestic
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Rating Technology (%) Political (%) Commercial (%)

0 - No Automation 0% 3.3% 1.7%

1 - Automated Information Exchange 0% 11.7% 5.0%

2 - Automated Validation 8.3% 8.3% 13.3%

3 - Partial Automated Assessment 40% 21.7% 43.3%

4 – Automated Assessment 40% 36.7% 30%

5 - Full Automation 17% 18.3% 6.7%

Table 3: Level of Automation Achievable

projects has been made due to the often different regulatory requirements of

these different building types

In addition to these ratings nearly every respondent provided free text sug-

gestions for additional obstacles. These have been analysed and listed below,

the number in brackets signifies how many respondents suggested this obstacle:

• Lack of precise digitisable regulations (21).

• Lack of standardised data models for regulatory compliance data (18).

• Lack of clear government direction towards automated compliance check-

ing and engagement with appropriate government departments (12).

• Cultural resistance to accepting automated compliance checking (7).

• Lack of investment in automated compliance checking (5).

• Lack of technology/tools to support checking as-built assets (4).

• No business models factoring in: (a) reduced costs for assessment, (b)

faster turnaround for assessment and (c) ability to pre-check prior to for-

mal submission (4).

• Lack of awareness of the meaning automation of regulations, requirements

and standards and its benefits (4).
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Capability Mean

Score

Lack of shared open standards for regulation clauses 3.85

No current tools able to offer complete ability to pre-check for compli-

ance prior to formal submission

3.46

Inability of brief and regulatory requirements to be contractually en-

forceable

3.45

Lack of existing rule processes to track decisions and uncertainty. 3.36

Lack of defined strict legal responsibility for compliance 3.33

Lack of requirements stipulating use of as proposed/designed and as

built structured asset information (e.g. BIM) for non-domestic projects

3.26

Lack of established primacy of structured asset information (e.g. BIM)

over documentation and drawings for the purposes of compliance sub-

mission

3.21

Lack of requirements stipulating use of proposed/designed and as built

structured asset information (e.g. BIM) for all projects

2.85

Lack of Standard data and criteria for social, environment and economic

impact assessments

2.83

No model for reduced costs for automated assessment
2.71

Lack of artificial intelligence technologies to interpret between regula-

tions/requirements and proposals, such as natural language processing

2.68

No public rights to see compliance assessments 2.38

Table 4: Obstacle Ratings
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• Lack of generative design tools based on regulations/requirements (3).

• Lack of implementation of smart contracts (3).

• Lack of standardised APIs for compliance checking tools (3).

• Insufficient professional development and training in compliance checking

(3).

• Poor compliance checking process definition, standardisation and manage-

ment (2).

• Lack of explicit linkages between requirements, designers and product sup-

pliers and their data (2).

• No services to enable certification of software as performing “correct”

checking (2).

• Poor structured product data standards (2).

• Existing of negotiated regulations decreasing the transparency of regula-

tions (2).

• Lack of a formal data “Chain of custody” (1).

• Lack of dual automated and engineered paths to ease transition (1).

This section has reported on the results of the survey conducted. This

has identified that the industry attitudes are favourable to the adoption of

automated compliance checking, subject to the caveat that final human approval

is maintained. Furthermore, a set of obstacles have been identified, rated and

expanded upon by respondents. These obstacles will form the starting point

for developing a road-map towards achieving automated regulatory compliance.

This process will be discussed in the following section.
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5. Developing a Road-map and Vision for the Future of Digitised

Regulatory Compliance

This section describes the development of the vision and road-map for the

future of automated compliance checking. The road-map and vision are linked

- the vision shows the final view on what the future of automated of compliance

checking will look like, the road-map is the detailed steps required to achieve it.

The development of the road-map and vision was delivered via an industry

consultation event. The participants of this were drawn from survey respon-

dents (an open invitation was issued to all who participated and gave contact

details).Nineteen industry experts participated in this consultation event. These

included representations from the following types of organisations:

• Academia

• Industry Research Organisations

• Architectural Practices

• Contractors

• Highways Agencies

• Health and Safety Organisations

• Facilities Management

• Certification Bodies.

In advance of the event, a list, with explanations, of the obstacles elicited

from the survey was distributed to attendees.

At the consultation event itself, firstly the initial set of obstacles were pre-

sented as a “strawman” for the delegates to debate. Discussion then began

along the following lines:

• Road-map Content: In small groups, delegates were asked to discuss the

“strawman” and add their own thoughts to the ideas already put forward.
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This included any missing elements or identification of any unnecessary

elements.

• Prioritisation: The group was then asked to plot out their critical path-

ways through the road-map, examining the correct ordering of items on

the road map.

• Categorisation: The next task was to examine the specific categorisation

of road-map items into the technology, commercial and political pathways.

• A free-ranging plenary discussion where their future vision of automated

compliance checking was discussed and the attendees could raise any fur-

ther points.

• Initial validation of the draft road-map. Where the results of the day were

re-presented to participants to identify any immediate issues.

Based on the consultation event the final road-map was produced. This

consisted of an ordered, prioritised list of tasks, with each task based on a pre-

viously elicited obstacle. There were additions and some removal of items. One

interesting point, is participants viewed that increasing adoption of BIM should

not be included on the road-map, due to the fact that automated regulatory

compliance should be seen as a driver for increased BIM adoption, not being

dependent upon it.

5.1. Roadmap

The final comprehensive road map, considering political, commercial and

technological factors, is presented in tabular form in Tables 5, 6 and 7. In these

tables the letter T refers to a technical item, P for a political item and C for a

commercial item.

The participants prioritised the items following a simpler version of standard

product research and development approaches. This describes the stages that

development of innovative product/process must go through;

1. Research.
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2. Development of pilot or proof of concept.

3. Industrialisation of pilot or proof of concept to commercial standard.

4. Scaling of industrialised product or process to entire sector.

In total there were 11 technical, 6 commercial and 6 political items in the

road-map. It is also interesting to note that the balance of items switches from

political in early stages to commercial in the later stages, as political obstacles

are overcome and commercial concerns take precedence.

5.2. A Vision for the Future of Automated Regulatory Compliance

The vision presents a view on what the future of automated of compliance

checking will look like. It proposes the “new” process for automation of compli-

ance checking, that was elicited during our consultation process. This is shown

in Figure 2 and its key concepts are drawn from items within our road-map

(from Tables 5, 6 and 7).

In this new vision, authors specify the regulations, requirements and stan-

dards against which a built environment asset is to be checked against using an

authoring tool that creates digitised regulations. This assumes the successful

navigation of the challenging process of creating digitisable rules from human

readable documents. Drawn from road-map items 1, 2, 5, 12, 17 and 21.

Then, subsequently, an actor within the built environment domain, works

using a human aided design package on a virtual model of the physical asset.

This design package utilises the compliance checking system to automate aspects

of the design and ensure the actor’s work meets the regulations, requirements

and standards. Drawn from road-map items 7, 11, 12, 15 and 18.

This is then formally checked against these regulations, requirements and

standards. To achieve this, the model is submitted to a compliance checking

system. This compliance checking system, then (depending on the level of au-

tomation being achieved) either: (a) automatically provides a result, or (b)

assists an approved regulator to come to a decision, by assessing some elements

automatically. Additionally, compliance checking systems can manage the over-

all checking process and guide approved regulator through the process even if
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No Capability Category Description

Stage 1 - Research.

1 Cataloguing and prioritising

regulations that are suitable for

automation

T Determining what regulations can cur-

rently be automated is a key pre-

requisite.

2 Engaging in direct consultation

with Ministry of Housing, Com-

munities and Local Government

building regulation policy unit

and with Building Regulation

Advisory Committee

P Further engage policy mak-

ers/implementors in the digitisation

agenda

3 Developed green and white pa-

pers for presentation to govern-

ment and establish funding

P Presentation of the case for digitisation

of compliance checking to funding to es-

tablish funding to conduct proof of con-

cept prototype

Stage 2 - Development of pilot or proof of concept

4 Development of rule processes

to track decisions, feedback,

and uncertainty

T Development of compliance checking

processes that are able to deliver the re-

quired traceability, feedback methods to

allow for the requirements of checking at

various points in the asset life cycle

5 Detailed mapping

of digitised regula-

tion/requirement/standards

processes

T Development of process map of the in-

dustry considering automated compli-

ance checking. Phased to consider steps

toward adoption

6 Digitisation to be given voice

with policy-implementors

P Ensure that digitisation is part of the

future plan for built environment regu-

lations

7 Development of an understand-

ing of parallel regulations

P Understand how other regulations in-

fluence the digitisation of regula-

tions/requirements in the built environ-

ment

Table 5: Road-map - Stages 1 and 2
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No Capability Category Description

Stage 3 - Industrialisation of pilot or proof of concept.

8 Persistent data linkages be-

tween requirements and sup-

plied product to prevent varia-

tion on specification

T Data linkages to prevent use of re-

placement products within an asset

(during construction or in-use) from

invalidating compliance with regula-

tions/requirements

9 Chain of custody of materials

and data

T Technologies to support the capturing of

chain of custody for materials and their

data

10 Accommodate multiple data

models and multiple data dic-

tionaries

T Enable checking tools to support multi-

ple dictionaries and data models

11 Specification of a contin-

ual feedback loop pro-

cess to incorporate ap-

peals/derogations/determinations

data in reviewing regulations

T Defining a process to properly manage

reviewing of regulations based on inno-

vations in design

12 Production of audience specific

guidance on digitisation of reg-

ulations or requirements

C In order to overcome scepticism

and resistance to change guid-

ance will be produced, targeted to

specific audiences, to convey the

aims/objectives/benefits of digitisation

of regulations/requirements. Addition-

ally, will support more complete and

consistent BIM usage. This will also

grow wider awareness.
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13 Detailed evidence-based busi-

ness model for digitization of

regulatory compliance

C Development of evidence-based business

model in order to motivate and show-

case benefits of adoption of automated

checking. Balancing risk and opportu-

nity. Additionally, this will expose the

cost time and resource drains current

processes impose.

14 Explore routes to export devel-

oped toolchains to international

audience and exploit interna-

tional developments

C Provides support for the digital compli-

ance services market by increasing in-

ternational market

15 Creation of standard data and

criteria for social, environment

and economic impact assess-

ments

P To reduce the burden of open ended and

undefined expectations

16 Conducting Impact assessment

of digitisation of regulations

P

Table 6: Road-map - Stage 3
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No Capability Category Description

Stage 4 - Scaling of industrialised product or process.

17 Investigation of relationship be-

tween regulations and identifi-

cation of overlaps and gaps

T Utilisation of digitised regulations to

perform details analysis of regulatory

landscape

18 Enabling development of gen-

erative design based on regula-

tions and requirements

T Development of approaches to automate

the design of assets based on regula-

tions/requirements

19 Consistent/Structured data

models and APIs (Application

Programming Interface) for

compliance checking

T Development/improvement of APIs to

allow widespread interface with compli-

ance systems

20 Continuously checking the qual-

ity of assets using calibrated in-

strumentation along with other

data sources

T Provides the ability to determine if

physical assets comply with regula-

tions/requirements throughout their life

cycle, without the need for extensive hu-

man inspection

21 Definition of precise digitised

regulation clauses

T In order to be digitisable regulations

must be available for analysis and

rewriting so as to reduce the need for

interpretation.

22 Calculation method validation

services

C Providing service to enable software tool

calculation methodologies (as utilised

in checking) to be validated, providing

confidence to end-users
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23 Develop robust inspection

methods/rules to reduce depen-

dence on human inspectors

C Processes/methods/rules to al-

low/support implementation of new

technology

24 Professional development and

training in compliance check-

ing for all that interface with it

– including clients and supply

chain.

C Development of training materials and

delivery mechanisms for the entire in-

dustry (all stakeholders)

Table 7: Road-map - Stage 4

not all decision making cannot be automated. This process should incorporate

multiple sources of data and allow for the provision of any needed additional

processes i.e. appeals. Drawn from road-map items 4, 9, 10, 11, 19 and 22.

The final element of this vision is the ability to automatically check, based on

data collected (e.g. from sensors) the physical asset (once constructed) against

regulations or requirements. Drawn from road-map items 20 and 23.

Thus, the following key changes between this vision and current regulatory

compliance approaches are:

• Regulations requirements and standards are stored in a digitised form

from which human readable documents can be generated.

• Compliance checking systems can aid (or even remove the need for) ap-

proved regulator in making decisions by performing elements of the com-

pliance checking automatically.

• Compliance checking systems aid approved regulator by managing the

overall checking process (e.g. recording results, ensuring complete cover-

age of regulations) even if all decision making cannot be automated.

• Compliance checking systems also have the ability to check the physical

asset (if it exists) against the regulations in addition to the virtual model.
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Figure 2: A Vision for Automated Regulatory Compliance

6. Roadmap Validation

In order to validate the road-map, a series of interviews were conducted with

6 industry experts (who did not attend the consultation). These 6 experts were

drawn from the domains of; (a) building services, (b) BIM experts, (c) digital

transformation, (d) architectural design, and (e) environmental experts.

The purpose of these interviews was to verify the findings and introduce

small modifications to the results of the consultation.

At the conclusion of the interviews the final road map was deemed by par-

ticipants to be ambitious but achievable given sufficient government support

and funding. In particular one leading industry figure who was interviewed

commented publicly:

“ ... their initial findings have shown the need for this work to happen and

indeed the positive response to compliance checking shifting from a manual en-

deavour to one that is supported by computer driven automation allowing a
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swifter and more integrated process. I would encourage you to take time to

read this report and consider the need for the road map, further research and

ultimately the policy recommendations to be made. There is a mutualism be-

tween compliance checking and digital workflows and now is the time to make

it happen.”

Overall the following key pieces of feedback were gathered to guide future

work in this area:

• Any automated checking system should aim at producing guidance rather

than totally autonomous compliance.

• There is already some interest in this area forming in the UK Government.

• There is a view that automation may be more practical in conventional

projects rather than in multiuse-use, complex geometry projects.

• Automated regulatory compliance checking requires government commit-

ment and stewardship to succeed.

• An alternative to the construction industry developing its own approach

is the risk of external disruption from outside of the industry.

7. Conclusion

The digitisation of compliance checking is critical to the delivery of a safer

and more efficient digital built environment. Failure to comply can have catas-

trophic effects and current manual based checking processes are timely, costly

and have room for error.

This paper has sought to explore how these challenges can be addressed

through automated checking, which brings the required time, cost and qual-

ity improvements. To achieve this it has aimed to ascertaining the block-

ers/obstacles that are preventing the widespread adoption of the digitisation

of regulatory compliance in the built environment and formulating a road map

together with industry traction to drive forward adoption of digitised checking
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processes across both academic and industrial contexts.While the consultation

was conducted in the UK, the limitations identified are general, and thus, the

road-map can be applied to any developed country.

The key output of the work is a road map offering a comprehensive and

methodical list of next steps. This is a plan for the next several years that brings

the construction industry to the verge of mass industrialisation of automated

compliance checking.

This road-map is organised into four phases and follows a staged approach

including a phase of research, a pilot or proof of concept, a phase of industri-

alisation, where technologies developed for the pilot are matured and finally,

commercial adoption. More specifically each of these stages includes: :

• Research and Stakeholder engagement: catalogue and prioritise reg-

ulations with the view of digitising for rule development.

• Piloting: develop rules alongside a common language and demonstrate

working to identify areas for improvement.

• Industrialisation: build a product or process to meet majority of needs,

trial and test in representative environment and capture key metrics, refine

and ready for scaling.

• Scaling: develop audience specific training and guidance, establish meth-

ods for user feedback and continually refine alongside pathways for en-

hancement.

In addition to developing the road map, this paper also measured industry

attitudes to the adoption of automated compliance checking through a survey.

The results were overwhelmingly positive, with the vast majority of respondents

believing that adoption of automation was both feasible and desirable. There

were caveats and suggestions, the primary on being that automation should

have human oversight. It is envisioned that this oversight will consist of a

qualified human performing some checks that could not be fully automated, but
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also having the ability to interrogate and override, if appropriate, automated

decisions.

Thus, this paper’s findings present a positive response to transforming the

built environment’s existing compliance system. They give confidence that the

industry can achieve a significant level of automation checking and expressed

the importance of considering political, commercial and technological factors

along the journey. This included the need for a degree of human oversight until

the right level of trust is established in automation.

Specifically this paper sought to answer two research questions:

1. Why has automated regulatory compliance not yet achieved

widespread adoption in the built environment domain?: To an-

swer this question, this study has firstly identified that the attitudes within

the construction industry are largely in favour of the development of auto-

mated regulatory compliance. However, there are still obstacles that must

be overcome. This work has elicited these obstacles (presented in Section

4) from literature and industry consultation. These obstacles are not just

technical in nature, but also commercial and political. More importantly,

our industry consultation identified that commercial and political issues

were, in fact, currently viewed as more significant than technical obstacles.

2. What is a viable route towards adoption for automated regula-

tory compliance?: This question has been answered by the production

of our road-map (Section5) that documents a comprehensive validated set

of steps that can, over next several years, achieve a transformation of the

regulatory compliance system, bringing the construction industry to the

verge of mass adoption of automated compliance checking.

It is our view that the adoption of automated compliance checking has, even

considering continued human oversight, the potential to greatly improve pro-

ductivity in construction. Enabling human assessors to check more regulations

in a given time. Additionally, this will grant designers the ability to pre-check

their work, leading to a reduction in errors. More specifically, the following
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impacts on productivity are envisioned: (a) increased compliance certainty, (b)

enhanced accuracy and accountability and (c) accelerated reporting. In the fu-

ture our road-map will form one element of the wider “Digital Built Britain”

agenda where it will be widely released and consensus built around its contents.
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